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Building up the model of the magnetic structure of LaMnO3 
using STRCONVERT  (file required: LaMnO3_parent.cif)     

1.  Upload the cif file of the parent Pnma phase of LaMnO3 in STRCONVERT. Change to 
magnetic option.  

i)  Transform to P1 to produce the whole set of atomic positions within the unit cell. 
Introduce magnetic moments along x of the four Mn atoms in the unit cell according 
to the sign relations: 1,-1,-1,1. Use findsym to find the MSG, and the corresponding 
structure description using this MSG (click the option of keeping the users setting to 
avoid an automatic change of setting by the program).  

ii)  Visualize the magnetic structure with the direct link to MVISUALIZE.   
iii)   Create a magCIF file of the structure,  open it with a text editor and localize the 

different data items: unit cell, atomic positions, symmetry operations. etc.  
iv)   Visualize the structure downloading the file in VESTA and/or MVISUALIZE   



Building up the model of the magnetic structure of LaMnO3 
using STRCONVERT     

2.  In the last webpage of STRCONVERT resulting from the previous exercise introduce an 
addtional non-zero component my at the single symmetry-independent Mn atom, and transform 
again to P1 to observe that the resulting my values for 4 Mn atoms within the unit cell have the same 
sign (expected weak FM along y). Try to include a mx or mz component at the La site and check 
that the MSG of the structure forbids these components by transforming again to P1 (the program 
gives an error/warning when trying to list all atomic positions and moments )    



3. Upload the magCIF file of NdCoAsO in STRCONVERT.  
i)  Among the listed symmetry operations identify the anticentering operation {1’|0,0,1/2}. 
Identify also in the list the operations {2z|1/2,1/2,1/2} and {2z’|1/2,1/2,0}.  
ii)  Copy/paste the list of symmetry operations and introduce them in the program 
“IDENTIFY MAGNETIC GROUP” and check the MSG of the structure.  
iii)  Check that the transformation to standard setting is not unique and the origin shift 
proposed by the program can be changed including an additional  shift (1/2,0,0). 
iv)  Introduce again the list of symmetry operations, deleting the ±1 symbols,  in the 
program “IDENTIFY GROUP” (section: Space group symmetry) and check that the space 
group is identified as Pmmn with reduction of the unit cell by a factor 2 (this is the space 
group used in the OG label, and is the effective space group for non-magnetic degrees of 
freedom. Do the same including only the operations that have +1 (without time reversal).      

Checking the symmetry of the magnetic structure of NdCoAsO 
(file required: 1.179.NdCoAsO.mcif). 



4. Using MAGNEXT  in its option B, obtain the systematic absences  
for the symmetry operations {2z|	  0	  0	  0	  	  };	  and	  for	  {2z|	  0	  0	  ½	  }, and obtain 
those for the corresponding primed operations. 	  	  



Extinction rules: 

{2z|	  0	  0	  0	  	  }	   

= 

FM=(0,0,Fz) // H 

absence for all (0,0,l) 

{2z|	  0	  0	  ½	  }	   l =even: FM=(0,0,Fz) // H absence 

l =odd   FM=(Fx,Fy,0)  not parallel to  H presence 

Systematic absences for  {2’z|	  0	  0	  ½	  }	  ?	   

(non-polarized) diffraction systematic absences  



5. Using MAGNEXT obtain the systematic absences that should  
fulfill the magnetic diffraction of LaMnO3  
(space group Pn’ma’, moments along x) 





absence k=2n 

full absence 
if spins on  
the plane xz 



The program provides ALL possible MAXIMAL magnetic symmetries for single-k 
magnetic structures compatible with a known propagation vector. 

For each possible symmetry, a starting magnetic structure model is provided, with the  
symmetry constraints and the parameters to be fitted.  
Usually magnetic phases comply with one of these MAXIMAL symmetries. But if  
necessary, one can descend to lower symmetries, liberating some of the constraints on  
the magnetic moments (and atomic positions).  

For simple propagation vectors: A very efficient and simpler alternative 
 method to representation method 

MAXMAGN 



6.  Obtain with MAXMAGN the four possible alternative models of 
maximal symmetry for the magnetic structure of HoMnO3, which are 
compatible with its propagation vector k= (1/2,0,0) (upload as 
starting data the cif file of its parent Pnma structure). Obtain the 
symmetry constraints for the moments of the Ho atoms, in each 
case.   

For detailed instructions see additional document: 
Practical_MAXMAGN_HoMnO3.pdf     

Use of MAXMAGN to explore the four possible alternative models 
of maximal symmetry for HoMnO3 
(file: HoMnO3_parent.cif).  

7. Check that the two possible orthorhombic symmetries for the 
magnetic structure of HoMnO3 can be distinguished by the systematic 
absence of all reflections of type (h,0,l)+k, which will happen for one of 
the groups and not the other, if the spins are aligned along a. 



Gp=	  Pnma	  
propaga8on	  vector	  k=(1/2	  0	  0)	  :	  point	  X	  

a* 
c* 

magn. 

HoMnO3 

diffrac8on	  peaks:	  

(Muñoz et al. Inorg. Chem. 2001) 

Panm21	  

Pa21/m	  

Pana21	  

Pa21/a	  



HoMnO3 

parent space group: Pnma, k=(1/2,0,0) 

PZ PZ 

An Inevitable Multiferroic... 

Structure reported in 2001, 
but authors unaware of its 
multiferroic character 

graphic models are depicted 
assuming collinearity along x 
(my and mz are symmetry allowed)  



A	  more	  complex	  example	  :	  

Gp=	  Pnma	  
propaga8on	  vector	  k=(1/2	  0	  0)	  :	  point	  X	  

a* 
c* 

magn. 

HoMnO3 

a 
2a 

symmetry operation kept: {1'|1/2 0 0}  1'  belongs to the point group 
of the magnetic phase 

diffrac8on	  peaks:	  

Pana21	  

Pa21/m	  

Pa21/a	  

Pnma1'	  

Panm21	   mm2	  1’	  

point group 

mm2	  1’	  

2/m	  1’	  

2/m	  1’	  

Pz 

{1'|1/2 0 0} 
Equivalent to a lattice 
 translation for the positions 

(Muñoz et al. Inorg. Chem. 2001) 

Pz 
Induced 
 polarization:  
multiferroic 



Ho1 4a 0.04195 0.25000 0.98250 
Ho2 4a 0.95805 0.75000 0.01750 
Mn1 8b 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 
O1   4a 0.23110 0.25000 0.11130 
O12 4a 0.76890 0.75000 0.88870 
O2   8b 0.16405 0.05340 0.70130 
O22 8b 0.83595 0.55340 0.29870 

Magne8c	  space	  group:	  	  Panm21	  	  (31.129)	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (non-‐conven/onal	  se3ng)	  

WP            + (1’|1/2 0 0) 
 8b (x, y, z | mx, my, mz), (-x+1/4, -y, z+1/2 | -mx, -my, mz),  

(x, -y+1/2, z | -mx, my, -mz), (-x+1/4, y+1/2, z+1/2 | mx, -my, -mz)   

 4a (x, 1/4, z| 0, my, 0), (-x+1/4, 3/4, z+1/2 | 0, -my, 0)  

HoMnO3 

Atomic positions of asymmetric unit: 

Equivalent to the use of space group Pnm21(31) 
with half cell along a:  

unit cell: 2a, b, c 

Mn1   3.87   ≈0.0   ≈0.0 

Magnetic moments of the asymmetric unit (µB): 

Split independent  
positions in the lower  
symmetry  

General position: 
x, y, z not restricted 
by symmetry! 



a CIF-type file can be produced: 

These files permit the 
different alternative models 
to be analyzed, refined, 
shown graphically, 
transported to ab-initio 
codes etc., with programs as 
ISODISTORT, JANA2006, 
STRCONVERT, etc. A 
controlled descent to lower 
symmetries is also possible. 



8. Use MTENSOR to obtain some of the crystal tensor properties of the magnetic 
phase of HoMnO3 (electric polarization, magnetization, linear magnetoelectric tensor, 
cuadratic magnetoelectricity,...). The same for the magnetic phase of LaMnO3. 
(Upload the corresponding mcif files in STRCONVERT, copy the list of symmetry 
operations in the output of STRCONVERT and paste in the option B of MTENSOR, 
but deleting the translational parts, so that the point-group operations are left). (files 
required: 1.20.HoMnO3_magn_struct.mcif and 0.1.LaMnO3_magn_struct.mcif)   

Derive the symmetry constraints on some crystal tensor properties of 
a magnetic phase using MTENSOR 



9. Using k-SUBGROUPSMAG, explore all possible symmetries for 
the magnetic structure of HoMnO3, with the condition that they are 
compatible with its propagation vector. Check that there are two 
different possible MSGs of the same type, namely of type Pa21. From 
the output of the program for these two groups, determine what 
makes them different. 

Filter the possible MSGs restricting to a single irrep 

Use of k-SUBGROUPSMAG to explore all possible symmetries 
 for HoMnO3  

For detailed instructions, see additional document (example 1):  
Practical_k-SUBGROUPSMAG.pdf  





Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (1/2,0,0) and parent space group Pnma 

Symmetry operation {1’|1/2,0,0} is present in any case: all  MSGs are type IV  
(magnetic cell= (2ap,bp,cp)) 



Possible MSGs for a magnetic phase with propagation vector (1/2,0,0)  
and parent space group Pnma, restricted to a single primary irrep 

irrep mX1 irrep mX2 



10. Using k-SUBGROUPSMAG and MAGMODELIZE explore all 
possible maximal symmetries for the magnetic structure of 
Ba3Nb2NiO9, which are compatible with its propagation vector. 
Restrict the search to those allowing non-zero magnetic moments at 
all Ni sites. Construct magCIF files of the corresponding magnetic 
structures and visualize them. Restrict further to a single irrep,  and 
search for additional structure models with maximal symmetry 
resulting from the action of a single primary irrep.  

Use of k-SUBGROUPSMAG and MAGMODELIZE to explore  
possible symmetries and corresponding magnetic structures  
for Ba3Nb2NiO9   

For detailed instructions, see additional document (example 2):  
Practical_k-SUBGROUPSMAG.pdf  

(file: Ba3Nb2NiO9_parent.cif) 



Ba3Nb2NiO9  

Parent SG: P-3m1 

k= (1/3,1/3,1/2)  

Ni Site: 1b (0,0,1/2) 

MAGNDATA 1.13) 



Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with 
propagation vector (1/3,1/3,1/2) and parent space group P-3m1 and 
magnetic atom at site 1b, allowing full magnetic order. 



Scheme of all possible magnetic structures of maximal symmetry 
with propagation vector (1/3,1/3,1/2) and parent space group P-3m1 
and magnetic atom at site 1b, allowing full magnetic order. 

1. PC31c 2. PC31m 



Scheme of all possible magnetic structures of maximal symmetry 
with propagation vector (1/3,1/3,1/2) and parent space group P-3m1 
and magnetic atom at site 1b, allowing full magnetic order. 

1. Pc31c 

4. Cc2/m 3. PC-31m 



11. Using k-SUBGROUPSMAG and MAGMODELIZE explore all 
possible 2k magnetic structures of Nd2CuO4 of maximal symmetry 
which are compatible with its two two observed propagation vectors. 
Restrict to symmetries caused by a single primary irrep,  Create 
magCIF files of the corresponding magnetic structures and visualize 
them. Obtain the two domain related equivalent descriptions.   

Use of k-SUBGROUPSMAG and MAGMODELIZE to explore  
possible symmetries and corresponding magnetic structures  
for Nd2CuO4     

For detailed instructions, see additional document (example 3):  
Practical_k-SUBGROUPSMAG.pdf  

(file: Nd2CuO4_parent.cif) 



Nd2CuO4   

Parent SG: I4/mmm 

k1= (1/2,1/2,0) 
k2=(-1/2,1/2,0)  

Cu Site: 2a (0,0,0) 

(MAGNDATA 2.6) 



Possible magnetic symmetries for a magnetic phase with two 
propagation vectors (1/2,1/2,0) and (-1/2,1/2,0), parent space group 
I4/mmm  and magnetic atom at site 2a. 

1 single irrep 2 irreps, one  
for each k-vector 



Scheme of the three possible 2k magnetic structures of maximal 
symmetry with propagation vectors (1/2,1/2,0) and (-1/2,1/2,0), 
parent space group /4/mmm, magnetic atom at site 2a, and a single 
primary irrep active. 

          PC42/ncm  
(a+b,-a+b,c; ½, ½, 0) 

         PC42/nnm 
(a+b,-a+b,c; 0, 0, 0) 

          PC42/mbm   
(a+b,-a+b,c; 0, 0, 0) 


